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Preface
Command & Conquer Red Alert was the first video game that
demonstrated to me how important strategy in video games is.
The game proved that video games are not just button bashing
amusement but rather careful planning. This resulted in a small
kid drawing maps, secured bases and armies on paper while
trying to create new stories with it. Years later my family got our
first PC and I shifted from Command & Conquer Red Alert to
Delta Force: Black Hawk Down, a first person shooter. I ended
up making maps for this game as well, however not on paper but
in an actual 3D environment. Currently I mostly play League of
Legends, a strategy game that has taken up a lot of my free time
whereby I am proud to say that I reached the diamond rank this
summer.1 While ranking up I have learned a lot about eSport and
it surprised me how developed it already is. During my research
I was often amazed by the growth of eSport while I always have
been an active gamer. With this thesis I want to show how big
the world of eSport already is even though it is slightly hidden
for those who are not looking for it. I want to inform the general
public of eSport and make them realize this is an actual sport and
not just a few nerds sitting behind their desks at home wasting
their time.
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Introduction
Many argue that eSport (also known as electronic sports) cannot
become a sport because of the lack of physical activity. Even
though eSport doesn’t require as much physical exertion as most
traditional sports, it requires very precise coordination in a rapid
speed, which in some cases lead to physical injuries. Besides
that, eSport are relatively new and history has showed us that it
takes time for a game or competition to become a recognized
sport.
While the discussion if eSport can become a sport expands, the
eSport industry grows vastly in terms of economy, competitors
and spectators. With the support of coaches, managers, analysts and others, professional gamers earn millions and become
well-known athletes that people look up to. They are not just
athletes from the mindset of gamers, they are also athletes from
the perspective of the government. The U.S. has been granting P-1A visas to professional gamers, which are designated for
internationally recognized athletes while Korea has been doing
this since 2000.

Not only do people watch eSport on the internet, massive arenas
are sold out in minutes by fans who want to see their favorite
players or team battle for victory which shows how passionate
they are.
With the immense growth of the industry, governing bodies have
become part of eSport. The rules of the tournaments are comparable to the Olympic Games, whereby topics as dress code,
equipment and performance enhancing drugs are no strange
subjects.
The expansion of eSport is immense and it is started to resemble traditional sport. In the upcoming years the industry will go
through even more enlargement which will cause a revolution.
Although the current Olympic Games consist of very traditional
sports, in the near future unconventional eSports should get its
rightful place in the Olympic Games.

Korea is the center of eSport as the foundation of eSport is
based on the professional Starcraft competition. Since the
release of Starcraft in 1998 it had become huge in Korea and in
2002 professional players started to form organized teams sponsored by large corporations. The game attracted many players
and spectators, which eventually lead to Korean TV channels
broadcasting live games and game related content. American TV
channel ESPN has also given video games some airtime. However watching eSport on the internet is much easier and flexible.
The most popular website to watch or broadcast games is Twitch,
the company was bought in 2014 by Amazon for $970 million.
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1. Achievement in
Progress: Olympic Sport
Since June 2015 eSport has taken an important step to become
an Olympic sport. The International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF), which is the Olympic most traditional and influential sports organization has approved a cross-promotional deal
with the International eSports Federation (IeSF). According to
IeSF President, Byung Hun Jun the deal “will definitely enhance
the status of IeSF within the international sports society” while
trying to get “e-Sports…recognized as official sports”. The deal
includes fitness and training guides to gamers and eSport demos
demonstrated by Olympic gold medalists.2
The IeSF organization is mostly driven by Koreans and is also
based in Korea, its goal is to have eSport recognized as a sport
by some important international bodies. Hereafter the IeSF wants
to convince the International Olympic Committee to include
eSports in the Olympic Games. IAAF’s deputy general secretary
and communications director said, “E-sports is one of the fastest-growing sports in the world and we’re delighted to become
the first governing body to partner with the IeSF”. IAAF spokesman Chris Turner compared eSport and traditional sport, “Representatives from both sports are put under immense pressure
to consistently perform at the highest level on an international
stage, more than anything, e-sports demands fitness of the mind
in order for players to cope with lengthy practice sessions. As
the [organization for the] number one Olympic sport, the IAAF
believes that fitness of the mind is a quality that any top athlete
can relate to, but we also recognize the importance of physical
fitness to enhance a competitor’s mental strength”. Both organizations profit from this deal as the IAAF gets access to a new and
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young audience while the IeSF gets more recognition for eSport.2
“Measured by the number of participants or by minutes played,
video games are already a bigger industry than all offline sports,”
says Andrew Paradise, who is a successful entrepreneur and
the CEO and founder of Skillz, the first company to enable cash
tournaments in mobile games.3 “Additionally, video games are
much younger in their evolutionary history than offline sports and
are growing at a much faster rate”. He also says that his company, Skillz, facilitates eSports competitions from more than 1100
studios. “While many of the games we power are not household
names, the combined prizes paid in these games represent 30%
of all eSports prizes paid so far this year,”. As eSport rapidly
evolves, he thinks that the industry will soon compete with
traditional sports. “Looking at physical spectators, Game [8] of
Major League Baseball’s first World Series drew 7,455 spectators
in 1903 -- 64 years after the game was invented,” Paradise says.
“By comparison, [2015] League of Legends (LoL) Championship
-- which came just 42 years after the release of Pong [in 1972]
-- drew over 40,000 spectators. ESports are well on their way not
just to legitimacy, but to true sports supremacy”.4
According to history, it takes about 50 years for a game to
become a sport. In 1869 the first two teams played a game
that eventually became American football 51 years later as the
National Football League (NFL) was founded in 1920. It took
basketball 55 years to become a sport, the game was invented
in 1891 and the NBA was founded in 1946. Pong, the first arcade
video game was released in 1972 and in 1997 Electronic Sports
League was founded. This means that we have until 2022 for
eSport to become a sport.4
Nevertheless the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services have
started to grant P-1A Visas to professional gamers. Canadian
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Danny “Shiphtur” Le was the first gamer to receive a United
States P-1A visa in 2013. The visa is designated for “Internationally Recognized Athletes” and has been given to well known athletes such as David Beckham, former Los Angeles football player
from Britain and Hyun-Jin Ryu, a pitcher for the Dodgers from
South Korea. Since Danny “Shiphtur” Le acquired the visa, more
professional gamers have received them. However the United
States were relatively late compared to Korea, who has been
licensing professional gamers since the year 2000.5, 6
If we can call gamers athletes, can we call gaming a sport? The
Oxford Dictionary defines the word “sport” as: “An activity
involving physical exertion and skill in which an individual or
team competes against another or others for entertainment”.7
The reason why many people think that gaming is not a sport is
because of the lack of physical activity while snooker, bowling,
darts, cup stacking8 and golf are also recognized as a sport.
These sports don’t require lots of physical exertion but demand
precise coordination just like archery, which made its debut as an
Olympic Sport in 1900.9
Even though there is a big physical difference between playing
Rugby or a video game; whereby one sits behind a computer or
television screen, eSport (also known as Electronic Sport or Competitive Gaming) are still physical. Professional eSport players
who play on computers can make over 300 actions per minute
(APM) this equals to five actions per second and is very challenging. It refers to how many actions a player can perform within a
minute. Studies have shown that gaming enthusiasts have better
reflexes and mental agility compared to the general population.
Some gamers even get struck down with repetitive strain injuries. Besides that many professional eSport coaches advise their
players to do physical activities as a fit body equates a fit mind,
therefore many professional gamers eat healthy and exercise
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often which results into being a better eSport player.10, 11
Not only is the fitness of a gamer necessary when we speak
about physicality, but one’s reaction time and reflexes are also
of great importance. Nevertheless eSport does not only require
fitness and reflexes, the most important aspect of competitive
video games such as League of Legends (LoL), Counter Strike
and Starcraft is strategy. At the top tier of these games, players
their mechanics are practically equal. Game mechanics are rules
or methods designed for interaction with the game, players with
good mechanics understand the mechanisms of the game and
are able to execute the rules or methods in their advantage in
contrast to creativity and strategy.
The most popular eSport at this moment is League of Legends (LoL). This is a Massive Online Battle Arena (MOBA) game
wherein each player controls a champion with unique abilities
and battle with five players against five opponents in a map. The
goal of the game is to destroy the opponent’s base, the ‘nexus’
that is protected by defensive towers. At the start of the game
all champions are weak and during the game all champions gain
experience and gold, which increases the strength of the champion. Within LoL the top tier teams distinguish themselves from
their competition by applying strategy as a team. Teamwork is
more important than being a great individual player, which is similar to traditional team sports. Strategic planning already starts
before the game has begun since the team picks champions that
have unique roles, play good together, counter the opponents
and are essential to capture objectives.
Each game is completely different as it currently has 128 champions who can fill different roles, there are hundreds of different
items which can be bought in game that boost champions in
particular ways while players can set their masteries and runes in
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thousands of different ways, personalized to their play styles. The
strategies of the game are similar to traditional sports as one has
to play defensive and offensive, sometimes one needs to help
another and positioning your champion is similar to positioning
yourself as a basketball or football player.12, 13
Not all video games can be exercised as a sport. eSports are
particularly played between professional gamers and the most
common genres of eSports are real-time strategy (RTS) such
as Starcraft, first person shooters (FPS) like Counter-Strike and
multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) such as LoL. It can be
concluded that the requirements for a video game to become
an eSport is that one can distinguish themselves from their
opponents through game mechanics and strategic plays within a
competition.
Professional players who try to climb this competitive ladder are
not climbing by themselves. Since eSport is becoming more popular and more money is involved there has been a rise of eSport
coaches and analysts who often live together in gaming houses
to support professional gamers.14 Not only do these teams have
coaches and analysts, they have much more in common with
traditional sports teams as many eSports teams have a head
coach, an assistant coach, a manager, starters, reserves and a
team captain. Gaming houses can also provide the players and
staff with other luxurious additions such as a basketball court,
swimming pools, garages, poker tables, a hot tub, pets and more
depending on how prosperous the organization is. In the case of
the organization Counter Logic Gaming (CLG), they don’t have
just a house. They have a compound.15
The benefits of living in a gaming house are that players can talk
to people in a physical space, they are able to discuss strategies
and problems much easier. There is also an added pressure to
7

perform or to practice while the players are getting to know their
teammates much better as they live together. This is somewhat
similar to traditional sports wherein players practice together
multiple times a week and generally compete with other teams
in the weekends while going to their own houses afterwards.
Therefore it is more similar to teams who go away from home to
compete in tournaments such as the Olympic Games whereby
athletes live together in the Olympic Village.15
Many gamers in Asia who don’t live in a gaming house play in PC
bangs, which literally translates to PC room and is a room filled
with gaming computers. Instead of sitting at home in solitude
they visit a PC bang where they play with many others wherein
the PC’s are equipped with the optimal hardware and software
to play video games. The chairs are mostly costly office chairs
that would provide comfortability for many hours of playing.
These rooms can usually be found underneath or in upper
floors of commercial building because of the high price of rent,
although in rare cases they can be found on the first floor in rural
areas. Playing in a PC bang is relatively cheap as the hour fee
ranges from 500 to 2400 won ($0,43 to $2,04) whereby the price
depends on the competition.16
While teenagers in Asia often go to PC bangs and play video
games after school, in the US teenagers go to school thanks to
video games. Two American colleges have been offering scholarships to top LoL players. The Robert Morris University was the
first to offer scholarships since June 2014 as a part of the school
its varsity sports program. The school will compete with 103
other institutions that are part of the well-established Collegiate
Star League that includes schools from Harvard to ASU. Teams
who compete in the league contest each other to win $100.000
in scholarships provided by Riot Games, the company that
released LoL. Besides that players who make the Robert Morris
8

University team earn 50% tuition and 50% room and board.17
The second school that offers scholarship to LoL players is a
small liberal arts school in Kentucky, the University of Pikeville.
“It will be a regime a lot like athletics,” said the school’s media
director Bruce Parsons, “They’ll have to have a certain GPA. We’ll
look at them like student athletes. There will be practice time
and video time when they have to study other teams for upcoming competitions.” which is already happening at the Robert
Morris University. As there are only a few small schools that are
developing these programs it is a common thought that schools
are using these programs for publicity purposes much like ‘real’
athletic scholarships.18, 19
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2. The Power-up, the
Damage and the Kill
While parents of students might be concerned about their children playing video games, they can actually be good for their
development. A scientific study from April 2015 with 27 expert
gamers and 30 amateur gamers shows us that experts in action
video games have improved cognitive functions, motor control
and overall perception. The gamers had their insular cortex
scanned by Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). They found out
that the experts had an increase of gray matter and increased
functional connectivity between the attentional and sensorimotor networks. The study shows us that being good at video
games improves our ability to learn new things.20 As we learn
more things through a game, we get better at it and gain confidence, which enables us to try one level over and over again.
While playing we increase physical energy and powerful positive
emotions such as curiosity and excitement, which is contrary to
depression.21
During a different experiment the Max Planck Institute for
Human Development and Charité University Medicine St. Hedwig-Krankenhaus German researchers had asked 23 adults
around the age of 25 to play Super Mario 64 and a different
group to not play video games at all for two months. Playing
Super Mario 64 increased the size in brain regions for spatial
orientation, memory formation and strategic planning and fine
motor skills. This proves that playing video games is a method
of training the brain. The researchers suggest that video games
could be therapeutically useful for patients with mental disorders
in which brain regions are altered or reduced in size, as in schizophrenia, post-traumatic stress disorder or neurodegenerative
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diseases such as Alzheimer. Jürgen Gallinat, psychiatrist and
co-author of the study said, “Many patients will accept video
games more readily than other medical interventions”.22, 23
Video gaming can also improve one’s eyesight, specifically
abilities for reading and driving at night. The contrast sensitivity function allows people to detect subtle changes in shades
of grey against a uniformly colored backdrop, this function is
trained by playing action video games.24 Another research shows
that gaming improves the ability to track several objects at the
same time and paying attention to fast-moving events. “A lot of
different aspects of the visual system are being enhanced, not
just one”, says Daphne Bavelier from the University of Rochester.
The research suggests that one day video games could become a
part of vision correction treatments.25
SPARX is a video game that provides therapy to kids in a more
fun and active way compared to traditional counseling. A study
which included 168 teens with an average age of 15 who previously sought help or struggled with depression showed that
SPARX helped 44% to recover completely from depression while
the usual treatment only helped 26%. Another great way to treat
depression is exercise and sport, this shows another relation
between playing video games and sport as the excitement that
comes from progressing in a videogame is similar to playing
sport.26
However when games are played with the idea of an escapist,
it can actually intensify depression as problems are ignored and
games are played to block unpleasant emotions or to avoid
confrontations in real life. Studies have found that playing games
can work negatively when players suffer from things as anxiety,
depression, or social isolation. It’s a vicious cycle because when
one becomes more depressed, one plays more games and puts
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less time into solving real life problems, which makes these problems even worse and results into playing more video games.21
The most popular fear of video games is their potential to incite
violence. Studies have shown that video games can increase
aggressive behavior and thoughts, while it decreases empathy
and sensitivity to aggression. “The link between violence in video
games and increased aggression in players is one of the most
studied and best established in the field”. Nevertheless there is
no single factor that leads someone to violence or aggression,
but that violent video games could be a risk factor according
to the American Psychological Association (APA). In contrary to
ultraviolent games like Grand Theft Auto, games that are played
in eSports are much more competitive.27, 28
A much more legitimate fear is addiction to games, the compulsive need to play video games, however there is too little
evidence to call it a disorder.29 Even though it is proposed as a
disorder, it is still being discussed if video game addiction is not
caused by different disorders.30, 31 Players who are addicted to
video games can become more concerned about their interaction
within the game than their real life. They neglect their hygiene,
gain or lose weight due to playing, play at work, lie about how
much they play and have a disrupted sleeping pattern.32
Video gaming addiction hasn’t gone unnoticed by some countries such as The Netherlands, South Korea, China, Canada and
the United States, here one can find treatment centers to treat
the addiction.33 In August 2005 there were more than 20 million
people playing online games in China. The government created
an online gaming restriction whereby people were only allowed
to play three hours of World of Warcraft and several other massive multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPG), hereafter
the player would get expelled from the game.34 In 2006 they
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limited the rule to citizens under the age of 18, however under
aged gamers found ways to avoid the measure. In 2007 the
restriction was changed again, after playing for three hours, players under 18 were asked to stop and perform physical exercise.
If they continued to play, their ability or level was cut in half and
after five hours they were reduced to the lowest level possible.
To prevent this punishment, players needed to take a break for
five hours.35
Since November 20, 2011 the South Korean government introduced the Shutdown law also known as the Cinderella act, it
states that children under the age of 16 are not allowed to play
online video games from 12:00 A.M. until 06:00 A.M.36 Since
the 2nd of September 2014 the law can be lifted with parents
permission.37
Although professional video gamers play as much or maybe
even more than gaming addicts this doesn’t mean that they are
necessarily addicted. South Korean neuropsychiatrist Doctor Lee
Jae Won said, “An interesting case study was carried out using
brain scans. The results were that a pro gamers brain and a game
addicts brain are different. It depends on how they perceive it.
If one were to think of a future goal and use it for training purposes. It wouldn’t bother any normal brain activity. Yet, if one
were to use it only to gain some satisfaction and release tension
it would cause damage within the brain system”.38
Sometimes the addiction even causes death, there have been
several cases in which video gamers have died out of exhaustion
because they played too long without a break. In 2005 a man
died of exhaustion after playing for 50 hours, he only took a few
breaks to go to the toilet and taking short naps while not eating
properly.39
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Not only have video gamers killed themselves, they have also
killed others. Zhu Caoyuan was stabbed to death by Qiu Chengwei because he had sold his virtual sword for about $690 after
Qiu Chengwei had lent him the sword.40 An American 17 year old
Halo 3 player killed his mother and tried to kill his father after
they took away his computer game. He shot both of them in the
head after telling them “would you guys close your eyes? I have
a surprise for you”.41 Devin Moore killed three men of which two
are police officers after playing hundreds of hours of Grand Theft
Auto.42
Some people lose themselves in virtual life that can cause addiction, aggression and in rare cases even murder, however these
should not be blamed on the video games, as it is the individual
that causes these problems. Playing video games can be a great
way of becoming more social and training one’s brain especially
video games that are practiced as eSport, since they do not
revolve around aggression but more about strategy, insight and
teamwork.
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3. Pros VS. Noobs
To improve strategy, insight and teamwork, Team Liquid, a professional LoL team practices at least 50 hours a week, this is not
just playing but also studying strategy, technique and opponents.
The players rehearse together as a team for eight hours a day
and practice on their own before and after. Chae “Piglet” GwanJin and Kim “Fenix” Jae-hun, are known for the amount of time
they put into practice.43
They regularly practice between 12 to 14 hours per day while
sleeping for only four hours. “If someone [in the US] plays 30
games a week - that’s just a random number - a Korean would
play 70-80 games. Take that difference over a week, over a
month, over years, and that’s going to be a huge difference,”
Chae “Piglet” Gwan-Jin says. Former Starcraft player Lee
Young-Ho better known as Flash has given up a lot to become
a professional, “We need to give up a lot. We need to give up
everything that belongs to ourselves... I gave up everything
before coming here. I haven’t even thought about getting a girlfriend. I don’t even see my friends often, only occasionally during
holidays. Every day is practice”. According to the Creative Director of Electronic Sports League America (ESL) and former judoka
Michal Blicharz, the amount of time put in practice is quite
similar to Judo, “you have to put in the same amount of hours,
perhaps even more in esports. You study strategy, technique and
opponents”.10, 43, 44
In season from January through August Team Liquid follows a
schedule whereby they have to practice from Tuesday to Friday
and play matches in the weekend. Monday is their free day, but
most of the time the players will still practice. “I can technically
see friends and family on Monday, our day off, but because of
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the way League of Legends works, there is no downtime. I don’t
want to spend my time away from here … I’d rather spend my
time practicing” says the 22 year old Alex “Xpecial” Chu from
Team Liquid who has competed in the pro leagues for four years.
“Even when you are in the off season … you have to practice, I’m
not satisfied with being anything below first, so I work my hardest the whole time”. This is similar to what Derek Jeter, former
shortstop for the New York Yankees said, “There may be people
that have more talent than you, but there’s no excuse for anyone
to work harder than you do”.43
While professional gamers practice all the time, in the past years
playing video games have also gained popularity among people
who play seldom. Not only PC and console games have became
more popular, people also play video games on smartphones
and tablets. It is not something that is just for nerds or children
anymore. Video games became mainstream, which resulted in
commercials on television and before movies, which previously
would have never happened as gaming was more of a subculture.
Games appear on talk shows like Jimmy Fallon and Conan while
directors make movies about games such as Wreck-It-Ralph,
Tron, Gamer and Pixels.45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50
With the rise of smartphones and social media, people gained
the possibility to play games at any moment and compare statistics to their competitors. Although the games and their mediums
attract very different people it is the combination of all these
developments that reached a new and broader audience. While
many gamers are very happy that online gaming is getting more
recognition from the general public, it doesn’t satisfy everyone.
Some hardcore gamers don’t want their games to become mainstream, they rather keep gaming as a subculture. Video games
tend to change as their target audience attracts different people,
which is not always appreciated by the hardcore gamer.45, 51
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These hardcore gamers can compare themselves to their competition on a ladder. However the ladder of LoL and most other
eSports work different than most traditional sports. In the professional basketball league a team has to be a part of the NBA
while in LoL there is a more meritocratic system, a player or
team has to rank up in a ladder whereafter they are admitted to
championship events. In this way anyone can compete with the
best by winning games instead of having to be a part of a recognized team, which makes the professional league more much
accessible.52
The genre multiplayer online battle arenas (MOBA) is growing vastly, however only for a specific target audience. This is
because MOBAs aren’t very accessible for casual players.53 The
major MOBA games are free and players basically only need a PC
and an internet connection. PC gaming is often seen as hardcore
gaming while plug and play consoles such as the Xbox and the
PlayStation are much more accessible since players don’t need
any technical knowledge to play. Besides that PC’s are less social,
as it is much more difficult to play games together on a single PC
than on consoles whereby one can simply connect another game
controller and play the multiplayer mode. Although PC gaming
can be social when players are active in a community, play online
with friends or play in social environments such as a PC Bang.

Smite’s characters are more recognizable and based on gods
from popular mythologies instead of an internal lore.54 It’s visual
style is moving away from the traditional top down perspective
which has it’s roots in real time strategy (RTS) games as they use
a third person camera view that should be more comfortable for
players that are already familiar with this angle from playing popular games as Grand Theft Auto. Smite also includes a new game
mode called Arena which is a huge open field with oval goals at
the end which is inspired by traditional sports.55 Players in Smite
have the opportunity to automatically level up the most logic
abilities and buy the right items instead of doing this manually,
which makes the game easier for novice players.53, 56
The biggest move of Smite is creating the game for the Xbox
One. Hi-Rez Studios made the first real MOBA game that is
playable on a console. If someone would watch the Smite tournament wherein console gamers are playing, they would see
the same equipment that they have at home instead of a big,
powerful and expensive PC that casual gamers don’t have. It is
similar to watching basketball and seeing your favorite athlete,
playing with the same ball one has or a player wearing the same
shoes one wears. If those players can be this good with the same
equipment, maybe anyone can be this good.53

Many popular games are super accessible, easy to play, look
exciting but not intimidating which is comparable to many traditional sports. No matter what age, gender or demographic, the
rules of throwing a ball into a basket or competing in a 100meter sprint are fairly simple. The inaccessibility of MOBAs has
not gone unnoticed, Hi-Rez Studios their game Smite that was
released for PC in March 2014 has made some majors changes to
make this MOBA game more accessible.

Basketball and other traditional sports are not changing at a fast
pace anymore while eSports are constantly evolving. There are
many updates or patches in eSports that change the game.57,
58
These updates or patches consist out of fixing bugs (an error,
flaw, failure or fault in the program or system), security vulnerabilities and improvements towards the usability and performance
of the game such as changes to the player’s character, the level
layout and the rules of the game. All these adjustments are made
to create a balanced and most fair gameplay. It is similar to the
implementation of the offside rule as it was created to establish a
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balance between offense and defense in football.
In the early days of traditional sports, there have also been many
changes to rules to create a more balanced sport. There were
several players in the National Basketball Association (NBA) who
were so dominant, that they caused the rules of the three-second rule, goaltending, width of the free throw lane, dunking
free throws and dunking to change whereby the changes were
supposed to reduce the dominance of these players. However
in some cases it actually made the players better as they were
forced to learn new skills. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar was too powerful in the National Collegiate Athletic Association, which led to
officials forbidding dunking in college games, this was called the
Alcindor Rule. The rule held from 1967 to 1975 and as a result
of the rule, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar developed a particularly good
hook shot that he is now well-known for.59
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4. Replay
The first big competition, which was organized by Atari in 1980,
is The Space Invaders tournament with more than ten thousand
participants.60 When PC’s where on the rise in the 90’s the first
person shooter (FPS) game Quake became very popular. In 1997
there was a Quake tournament called “Red Annihilation”, the
winner won a Ferrari which was owned by John Carmack, a lead
developer for Quake.61 At this time eSport revolved around FPS
games, sport games and arcade-style games, however in the
late 90’s StarCraft: Brood War was released and the genre realtime strategy (RTS) gained popularity. This genre requires more
careful thought and long-term planning in contrary to Quake
whereby it was mostly about skills and fast reflexes. Starcraft
has different races with unique characters and abilities, which
gives the game limitless strategic potential, it is compared to a
modern version of chess. However RTS games would not be as
popular until after the year 2000.62

Figure 1: The National Space Invaders Tournament by Atari
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Late in the 2000s popular games as Doom, Quake and Starcraft
for the PC were not played often anymore as the Xbox 360 and
other consoles took over the market whereby games such as
Halo 3, Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare and Street Fighter 4 were
mostly played. In North America and Europe PC gaming was not
popular, however in Asia PC gaming was and is much bigger than
playing on consoles.63
One of the reasons that PC gaming is so popular in Asia is
because Japanese consoles are banned in China and some other
Asian countries as a result of their history including the Second
World War. If one wants to play on a console in these countries
one would have to get them from abroad while there are plenty
of PC Bangs, where there is much competition to be found. The
internet speed in Korea is very high which encourages online
multiplayer gaming, many young people practice compete and
discuss popular multiplayer games like Starcraft and LoL in PC
Bangs.63, 64
Since the release of Starcraft in 1998, PC gaming went from
bankruptcy to filling huge arenas with fans. The game had
become huge as it could almost run on any PC. It does not only
work well on many PC’s but it also has an easy to run LAN network, which facilitated the player versus player game mode. As
most people could not afford their own PC and Starcraft, they
went to PC bangs.63, 65
Starcraft was one of the most popular computer games in terms
of prize money, global coverage and participants thanks to its
huge Korean fan base during the World Cyber games, a major
international tournament that was launched in 2000, which
continued to be held every year. The teams started to become
organized and were sponsored by large South Korean companies
like Samsung, SK Telecom and KT. Another large and successful
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league is the Major League Gaming (MLG), it was launched in
2002, featured different genres and also had a generous prize
pool.66, 67, 68
MLG was also the first league that was aired on American television. In 2006 the FPS game Halo 2 was showed on USA Network,
however it did not succeed to receive more presence on the
network. Instead eSports are watched online. The 2012 spring
championship had over 4 million viewers, which means they even
surpassed the 2012 NBA All-Star Game in certain demographics.62 In 2013 the Los Angeles Staples Center was sold out for
the LoL Championship Finals. With 12 thousand watching live
from the home of the Los Angeles Lakers and the Los Angeles Kings, another 32 million watched the match through a live
stream.69
“Outside of sports on TV, which is the only thing people watch
live any more, eSports are the best way to reach Millennials,”
said Russel Schwartz, president of theatrical marketing at Relativity. “It’s a live experience that people can interact with online.
It’s not that it’s a huge business yet, but it’s getting there. Television is so elusive these days, but with eSports we know it’s where
male gamers 14 to 35 are watching”.69

video games in America. In April 2015 they showed the Heroes
of The Dorm tournament, which is a number of students playing
the MOBA game, Heroes of The Storm. This had caused a lot
of outrage on Twitter, someone for example tweeted “I turn on
espn2 and these geeks playing world of witchcraft or something?
where is my nba i wanna see some slam dunks not some nerd
stupid”.72 Colin Cowherd who is an American sports media personality said he would rather resign or possibly kill himself if he
was ever tasked with covering video games and eSports. ESPN
doesn’t need to broadcast eSport as anyone who is familiar with
eSport knows that watching eSport is much easier and flexible
on the Internet. Paul Tassi who writes for Forbes, says “they
simply need to focus on hiring people that know what they’re
talking about. People already established in the scene that can
instantly connect to the existing community with quality coverage, which is what the job listing suggests they’re looking for.
ESPN’s eSports division does not need to act like an ambassador
to traditional sport fans to convert them. They simply have to be
good, and as eSport grows, more fans will follow”.73

Although streaming video games on American television isn’t
very successful, in Korea it is. OGN is a television channel that
specializes in broadcasting video game related information and
matches especially Starcraft, Starcraft 2 and LoL since 2000. It is
best known for it’s top tier tournament, the OSL and Proleague.70
MBC Game is another channel that broadcasts matches and
game-related information. The rival started broadcasting in 2000
as well however it was taken over by MBC Music in 2012.71

Even though the similarities of traditional sports and eSports are
increasing, there is still a “nerd vs. jock” rivalry. When ESPN president John Skipper was asked about eSport he replied with “It’s
not a sport - it’s a competition. Chess is a competition. Checkers
is a competition… Mostly, I’m interested in doing real sports,”.
Although opinions vary about if ESPN should air eSports, actually
it is a step back. Instead of slicing it in pieces for commercials,
eSports can be watched online through websites such as Twitch.
Besides that television would never show a whole tournament
as it can take an entire weekend to complete. The only benefit
of airing it on television would be that it would be accepted and
get airtime besides traditional sports.74

The American sports channel ESPN still believes in broadcasting

The rise of eSport has a lot to thank to the streaming website
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Twitch, it attracts an amazing amount of people to watch all
kinds of games. In 2014 spectators watched over 16 billion minutes divided by 100 million unique viewers each month. Twitch
has also became more accessible as it cannot only be watched on
one’s mobile or PC but it is also used on the PlayStation 4, Xbox
One, Xbox 360, Amazon FireTV, Ouya and Nvidia Shield.75
Twitch increases their community as broadcasters can host ‘viewing parties’. They allow the broadcaster to stop streaming themselves, and instead select a different stream and show this to the
spectating community. The individuals don’t have to leave the
channel and end up in different channels, they can stay together
and talk about the stream the broadcaster is hosting.76
If a broadcaster is offline and not hosting a viewing party, a
spectator does not have to wait on Twitch to see if one’s favorite
broadcaster is online. Twitch allows broadcasters to automatically share on Facebook and Twitter that one is streaming. If the
streamer also has a YouTube channel then they can notify anyone
who is watching their videos with ‘Twitch Live Annotations’,
which will promote your stream. However true fans can always
have their favorite broadcaster with them as Twitch has its own
online store wherein Broadcasters can upload their designs and
sell them.75
The most popular Twitch channels are usually broadcasters who
stream footage wherein they are playing at their best. Giving
spectators a chance to watch the best gamers in the world, play
their favorite game. But there is plenty of video footage on
YouTube as well, many gamers edit their recorded games and
provide them with commentary or insights.
There are also videos of internet personalities who play new,
old or unusual games that are supported by commonly silly
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commentary. The broadcasters are regularly not professional
or even very good players and are better known as “Let’s Play”
videos, which are made by the biggest YouTube stars. The most
popular channel of YouTube is of a Swedish man called Felix
Arvid Ulf Kjellberg, better known as PewDiePie. His channel has
over 40 million subscribers and over 10 billion views.77 PewDiePie
mostly plays unusual or old games and his videos are not just
about the game but also about him making jokes.78
Twitch and YouTube are great ways to watch eSport or gaming
in general. But games themselves also give the opportunity to
spectate. Many online video games including LoL, Defense of
the Ancient 2 (DotA 2), Smite, Counter Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO) and lots of other games have the functionality
of spectating. In these games players can spectate anyone on
their friend list with a delay to prevent players passing on tactics better known as ghosting. In LoL one can spectate anyone’s
game, however players cannot look back at their own game after
it ended. Lolking provides anyone with replays of all games in
Diamond ranking or above. If one knows someone’s username
one can download their replay and inspect their strategies.79
Spectating a game gets even more exciting when one can make
a bet. Various games have in game skins for characters or weapons, which can be bought and in the case of CS:GO, they can
also be found. The websites www.csgolounge.com and www.
dota2lounge.com give people the opportunity to bet on high tier
competitive DotA 2 and CS:GO matches whereby they can win
new skins or lose their owned skins. Because the website do not
use money as a wager, it does not have as much requirements in
comparison with betting sites wherein the wage is money, even
though the skins that are used as a wager are usually purchased
with money.80, 81
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Through this betting system fans will get much closer to following their favorite teams. Professional CS:GO player Wiktor
“TaZ” Wojtas said:”when u bet on games it’s a MUST watch for
you, you live the game so badly.. that when u lose/win the game
brings you amazing happiness or crazy sadness, just by watching
THE GAME! CS:GO Lounge brings a new level of attachment to
the game, embrace it guys, no matter what WE players think.. it
is a huge step forward for the game itself. Some people love us,
some people hate us, it is a part of a game. Haters are needed,
and fans are needed! Let the show continue!”.82
Unfortunately betting on matches also has it downsides, since
February 2014 DDoS attacks on high tier games were quite
common, as people would rather destroy a game than accepting their loss. At a certain point it occurred so often that people
started to ask CS:GO Lounge to stop their service. In March
2014 Valve introduced a new patch wherein this problem was
fixed. Nevertheless betting can still have very negative downsides as teams are bribed to lose intentionally and top players
have reported that they have received threats and other abuse
after losing games. One of the people who received these is
Richard “Xizt” Landström who plays CS:GO for Ninjas in Pyjamas, he said: “Love all the hate we have been getting after
losing recently, death threats etc. Ever since CS:GO Lounge got
released. Gambling is bad, mkay”.83, 84
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5. Collecting Coins
Attending a live video game match is pretty similar to seeing a
basketball or football game. The live matches are often hosted
in big arenas and have excitable announcers supported by a
cheering crowd, yelling for their favorite players and teams. The
difference is that you’re not looking at a field or a court but at
a screen that gives a bird’s-eye view of what is going on in the
game, while the players faces are shown on other screens when
they are playing.78
The most popular events are for LoL, maybe because it has a lot
of similarities with Football. It’s a fast-paced game that is played
between two teams, whereby the advantage can change in a
single moment. There is a lot going on in one to one situations,
but just like in football the team strategy is the most important
aspect to win the game. The 2014 LoL World Championship Final
was held in Seoul’s World Cup Stadium whereby the 40.000 tickets were sold out in minutes.78
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Figure 2: 2014 LoL World Championship in Seoul’s World Cup
Stadium
In February Gfinity announced that they are going to transform the Vue Cinema in Fulham Broadway into an eSport venue
with three custom-built stages which has capacity for over 600
people, “offering the comfiest seats found in eSports”.85 It will
be the first eSport arena in the UK. Santa Ana, Orange County,
Calif already has it’s own dedicated eSport arena. It’s a 13.500
square foot brick building with a stage measuring 1.000 square
feet, which will make place for 1.000 people and operate daily.
Major League Gaming has also announced to create an arena,
the Columbus Arena. Europe and America are following Korea in
making arena’s which are exclusively used for eSport.86, 87
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“Selling out stadiums shows how passionate players are about
eSports,” said Dustin Beck, VP of eSport at Riot Games. “Fans
from all over the globe will be tuning in to watch the best of the
best LOL eSports team battle it out for the World Championship
the same way soccer fans from across the globe came out to
support their favorite teams during the World Cup. That level of
passion and engagement translates to an opportunity for brands
who are looking to communicate with this audience by bringing
added value to their eSports experience”.69
Big corporations sponsor traditional sports already, The Los
Angeles Lakers for example are sponsored by big brands such as
Adidas, American Express, Budweiser, Canon, Gatorade, Jack in
the Box, Nike, Toyota, Staples and more 88 The NBA and LoL are
both privately owned organizations or groups of people who are
being supported through merchandise and sponsorships. Cloud9
an eSport team, is sponsored by Logitech, BENQ, Alienware,
HTC, Intel, Nvidia and some other tech related corporations.89
Big brands have discovered eSport and are using it to promote
their companies. In 2014 HBO reached out to Riot Games and
used LoL to promote their fourth season of Game of Thrones.90
Coca Cola Zero launched a “Challenger Series”, a series for
amateur players to compete with professional players. Nissan,
Red Bull, McDonald’s and Intel have also been working around
hosting events and sponsoring players, teams and events.69 They
launch social media campaigns, support through videos, provide
players with the best equipment and make sure professional
gamers don’t go unnoticed. The growth of big corporations
getting into eSport shows how vast and profitable the industry
is.91,92,93,94

GosuGamer, previously named GosuBet, has been offering the
service to bet on eSport however it was never very popular as
people seem to prefer to bet with in-game content and virtual
currency. Nevertheless eSport betting sites still raise millions
and diverse corporations and personalities are investing money
in these websites. Mark Cuban, owner of the NBA team, Dallas
Mavericks and actor Ashton Kutcher invested in the betting website Unikrn while former NBA commissioner David Stern invested
in AlphaDraft. Investment firm Sequoia raised money from Silicon
Valley shareholders to help Vulcun. The websites Fanduel and
Draftkings are facing a FBI investigation as they are accused of
insider trading.95
Betting sites are just a small part of the eSport revenue, in July
2015 the total eSport revenue was valued at $748 million with
134 million viewers, according to SuperData Research. The industry is growing fast and analysts expect to see a growth of 30%
in five years. The growth will mostly be driven because of the
rise of eSport in Europe and North America. Investors of eSport
are excited about the future and are currently looking at direct
revenue generated by professional gaming such as competitions,
sponsorships, online ads, paid viewership, merchandise, licensing, tickets and game sales.

Within that industry CS:GO Lounge and Dota 2 Lounge are the
most popular betting sites, yet not the first. For over ten years
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30%
North America
$224 Million

eSport Betting
$55.8 Million, 7%

23%
Europe
$172 Million

43%
Asia
$321 Million

Prize Pools
$53.8 Million, 7%

eSport
Market

$747.5 Million

Amateur &
Microtournaments
$27.7 Million, 4%

4%

Merchandise
$17.0 Million, 2%

Rest of the world
$29 Million

Figure 3: eSport market division in the world

2015

Sponsorships & Advertising
$578.6 Million, 78%

Ticket Sales
$15.9 Million, 2%

Figure 5: Source of income. The earnings from sponsorships and
advertising is 28% less than the NBA 2015 total sponsorship.95

$747,51 Million

2016

$1.131,37 Million

2017

$1.554 Million

2018

$1.928,82 Million

Figure 4: Predicted growth of eSport
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As tournaments and advertising generate a lot of money, the
players and teams are worth a lot of money too. Team Dignitas
had two LoL teams while is it is only allowed to manage one
team. Therefore one team had to be sold and according to
Michael O’Dell, general manager of Team Dignitas it was sold for
a sum close to $1 million. This is comparable to the transfer of
players in the NBA or football although they are sold for much
more money, as it is a much bigger industry.96
The DotA 2 International World Championship Finals in August
2015 had a record-breaking prize pool of over $18 million. The
other popular MOBA game LoL generated $1 billion in revenue
in 2014, which is only made with in-game microtransactions. The
revenue is only created by voluntary player investments which
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includes aesthetically customized characters and items, new characters and boosts while not including any other revenues such as
tournaments, streams or merchandise.97
Free to play or freemium games are becoming much more popular, playing the game is free, but these games earn their money
by selling premium content such as in-game currency, extra
content, customizations and boosts. Like any normal retail store,
these games also have sales and special temporary offers such
as Halloween skins that are only available during Halloween. Due
to the small scope of the microtransactions, players often don’t
realize how much money they spent on these games.98

10.405 Active Players

3.504 Tournaments

$53.607.445,48

$15.298,93

Total Prizepool

Prizepool per Tournament

$5.152,09

Earning per Player

Figure 6: Not only do corporations earn a lot of money of
eSport, the players themselves do too.99

The most profitable game is DotA 2 with over $26 million and the
second most profitable game is LoL with over $6 million.100 The
big difference is due to DotA 2 their prize pool being funded by
crowdfunding. Players can buy special in game items whereof the
25% of the sales go to the prize pool.95 Although DotA 2 their
prize pool is much bigger than LoL their prize pool, the revenue
of LoL is much bigger than their competitor. DotA 2 makes about
$18 million a month while LoL makes as much in 5 days.101
Gamers who cannot become professionals can still make a living
of gaming through broadcasting on Twitch. The website was
bought in 2014 by Amazon for $970 million,102 this shows that
spectating video games is a huge business. Streamers can make
a career by becoming a Twitch Partner. What the exact rates on
ads are is not published by Twitch. “I make probably less than
$1,000 a month off of Twitch, streaming around 200-250 hours
a month, with an average of maybe 2,500 concurrent viewers,”
said popular Starcraft streamer Steven Bonnell who is usually
called by his nickname “Destiny”. He works about 60 hours a
week, which is more than a regular full-time job.103,104
The most money he makes is through his Twitch Subscribers,
whereby according to Bonnell Twitch takes about 33% of this,
which is about $5.000 a month. He also receives donations,
which is in some cases an even bigger source of money. Recently
he started a new Twitch account, which is based on a tournament
he hosts, in this month he made $6.000 while normally he makes
about $1.500 from donations. His yearly income from 2014 is
about $100.000, which can grow if he creates new content and
brings in new viewers.104
Broadcasters can financially make a pretty good living out of
streaming on Twitch, however this isn’t easy. It requires a lot of
time and dedication, which leaves no time for a second job. “I
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don’t have a work-life balance,” Bonnel said. “They’re pretty
much become inseparable at this point”. However he doesn’t
regret it. “I think I’m making more money now than almost any
easily attainable 4-year I could get, and the experiences in treading new waters and everything and getting to travel all over the
world have been amazing”.104
Those who cannot reach an audience on Twitch or become a
professional eSport athlete can still try to become an internet
celebrity. There are plenty of popular internet celebrities, but the
most popular one is PewDiePie who has made about $7,4 million
in revenue through PewDiePie Productions in 2014 by uploading
“Let’s Play” gaming videos. “I still spent far more money on charities than anything I’ve ever spent for myself. Which I am proud
to say at least.” he said as he raised over $1 million with his fans,
better known as “The Bro Army”.105
While internet celebrities can do whatever they want, professional eSport players have many rules to follow. Similar to traditional sport, eSport tournaments have a huge list of rules that
have to be followed. In the LoL Championship Series (LCS) 2015
Official Rules it states simple rules such as what the minimum
required age is or that hacking is not allowed but also more
in depth rules such as payments to teams and players, seating
order, equipment and apparel.106
According to The LCS 2015 Season Official Rules players must
wear closed-toe shoes, it is strict about how to dress “appropriately”, “All starting players must wear matching apparel during
the game. The matching apparel includes shirts, jerseys, jackets,
and pants. For the avoidance of doubt, sweatpants, athletic
pants, and/or pyjama pants will not be considered appropriate
attire”. These rules are comparable to the NBA its Dress Code
policy, which is very stern as NBA player Rajon Rondo was not
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allowed to wear his headband upside down since the new rule in
2010.106,107,108
There are also regulations for equipment just like in traditional
sport. LCS officials will provide all equipment the teams must
use, this includes PC’s, monitors, hand warmers, headsets and/or
earbuds and/or microphones a table and a chair. At the request
of a player, officials will provide keyboards, mice, cord holders
and mouse pads. They are allowed to wear a second headset as
long as this headset is a product of their sponsor. The headset
“remains, at all times, unplugged, unpowered, without a battery
of any kind, and is not used for any purpose which is not decorative in nature. If the second headset has a microphone, it must,
at all times, remain fully retracted or in the opposite of a “ready”
position”. If a player wants to use equipment that is not provided
by the LCS it must be submitted to the officials and the players
will have to await approval. Players are not allowed to install any
additional software, voice chat will be provided by the LCS and
the officials will monitor the team’s audio. They are not allowed
to use any social media or communication sites such as Facebook, Twitter or any forums or message boards.106
What the LCS 2015 Official Rules don’t state is the use of any
performance enhancing drugs. However the Electronic Sports
League (ESL) has started testing players at tournaments since
August 2015. It’s creating anti-doping guidelines and a testing program for player in collaboration with the same international agencies that do this for cycling, the Olympics and other
sports.109
Professional gamer Kory Friesen said that he, his former teammates at Cloud9 and other professional gamers used Adderall
to help them focus in a competition. “We were all on Adderall”
he says, “Tons of people do it”, “It was just one of those things
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where it’s like, maybe it would help”. Nevertheless Cloud9’s
owner, Jack Etienne disagrees, he says “We don’t agree with
Kory’s statements about Cloud9, and don’t condone the use of
Adderall unless it was prescribed for medical reasons. The team
is willing to submit themselves to drug tests prior to events if
event organizers offer them”.109,110
Now that eSport has a governing body whereby things such as
drug tests are normal, eSport is taken more serious as a legit
sport. Hector Rodriguez, owner of OpTic Gaming said, “The
more e-sports grows, the more it is going to be sanctioned by a
governing body, and it was only a matter of time before this was
part of it”. However he welcomes it, “We’re becoming an actual
sport, so that’s why I welcome it. It’s an indication of growth”.109
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Conclusion
Currently the Olympic Games include very long established
sports, yet when we look at the development of eSport, it will
soon deserve a place in the Olympic Games. If eSport continues
to grow at the current rate, they could even bypass traditional
sport. The enormous growth of the industry in North America
and Europe shows that we will overcome a similar process as
Korea, where eSport is part of the culture and professional video
gamers are unquestioned athletes.

The industry is relatively new and it will take time to receive
public acceptance similar to the process of Basketball and American Football. Unfortunately at this stage, eSport is rather associated with a kid playing Mario than a legitimate athlete who has a
lot in common with the traditional athlete.

This development will result in the Olympic Games including
eSports, however separate Olympic Games exclusively made for
eSport could also be established. These separate games might
eventually overtake the traditional Olympic Games. Many see
traditional sport and eSport as very different, yet they might
become more related. With the impressive mechanical skills of
professional gamers, the need for physical fitness to improve
one’s brain and precise coordination, we cannot deny that eSport
is already physical.
Nevertheless it is not surprising that eSport is not accepted as
a true sport since the general public does not know a lot about
eSport. At this point many eSport games are quite inaccessible,
one needs to be familiar with mechanics and have an advanced
understanding of the game to be able to compete. With the
advent of games that create accessibility such as Smite and the
growing audience of video games, eSport will soon evolve into
a much more available industry for the general public which can
lead to the acceptance of calling gamers athletes and video
games sport.
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